
Agile Fulfillment 

with Kadena™ 

Sourcing inventory from a fragmented 

vendor base, and getting kit products to their 

destinations intact and on-time can be a 

challenge. Plus, when time is of the essence, you 

need a streamlined, reliable capability to avoid 

costly mistakes that impact your end customers. 

Our Agile Fulfillment solutions are built on an extensive logistics 

platform and a unique technology offering—Kadena™  With Kadena™ your 

fulfillment and logistics capabilities can be streamlined and controlled from 

start-to-finish with a solution configured to your exact needs.  Customize templates, 

source materials from diverse vendors, ship-from-inventory or make-to-order, 

produce personalized kits, and optimize distribution.  All this, plus the data analytics 

and insights you need to transform your programs over time—all from a single 

platform. That’s the power of Kadena™ and it’s in your hands.,
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Agile Fulfillment 
  with Kadena™ 

Kadena™ employs a set of  web-based applications that support enterprise solutions for dynamic mail 

communications, fulfillment and logistics, and print supply chain management. Drive new business value from 

your investment in print communications with a Kadena solution, configured to your exact needs.

K-Center acts as the gateway to your Kadena fulfillment solution. Through K-Center, you

can configure custom kits, submit orders and instructions, check component inventory

levels, split shipments, and lots more.  Track order progress, confirm delivery and catch

exceptions.  K-Center is a robust eCommerce portal that puts you in control.

Manage. Smart.
K-Center

K-Insight provides a powerful analytics capability that allows you to improve the

performance and cost-effectiveness of your fulfillment programs over time.  Combine data

sets, analyze exceptions, identify patterns, view trends, and measure vendor

performance—all from a single user-friendly interface.

Analyze. Know.
K-Insight

K-Compose allows you to customize print product templates for flexible kit design and

fulfillment programming.  Design and deploy as many templates as necessary to personalize

products for end customers. The result? A powerful kitting and fulfillment capability for

executing high-impact print marketing and customer communications programs.

Design. Customize.
K-Compose

If you’re ready to transform your print communications, contact ColorArt at 
Sales@ColorArt.com, or check out Kadena™ at: www.ColorArt.com




